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When told, in the late 1940’s, of the discovery of the muon Isidor Rabi 
is said to have asked “Who Ordered That?”.

This wise-crack has proved to be one of the deepest and most 
profound questions in particle physics until today.  In present language 
it is: Why are there flavors and generations?  Why are there muons 
and taus in addition to the electron? The same questions apply to the 
quark and neutrino sectors.  65+ years later we still don’t have a 
decent answer, either experimentally or theoretically.  That the number 
of flavors and generations are equal is, for all we know, a miracle.1



So what have we done in the last 65 years? 
This is the topic of today’s lecture

I’ll review the experimental history of searches for Charged 
Lepton Flavor Violating processes (CLFV) focusing on:

What did they look for?
How did they do it?
How well were they planning to do?  How well did they do?
What limited them.

Note all the personal pronouns.  These experiments were done 
by physicists.  In the end, their understanding or lack thereof, 
we’re the limiting factors.

This business is the experimentalist’s art - in spades!
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Some Experimentalists

V.W. Hughes
muonium
µ+ e- → µ- e+

g-2 ...

P.S. Cooper
µ+ → e+ γ,
K+ → π+µ+e-
K+ → π+νν

Y.W. Wah
KTeV
KL0 → π0νν 

D.A. Harris
KL0 → π0l+l-
Minos
Minvera

This lecture, and Bob Bernstein’s to follow, are based on the 
review article we have written.  The text for these lectures is:

Charged Lepton Flavor Violation: An Experimenter's Guide 
Robert H. Bernstein, Peter S. Cooper (Fermilab). Jul 22, 2013. 
Published in Phys.Rept. FERMILAB-PUB-13-259-PPD 
e-Print: arXiv:1307.5787 [hep-ex]

I.I Rabi
“who ordered that?”
NMR
Nobel Prize 1944
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Today’s Lecture
- I’m going to focus on a few sequences of experiments; mostly ones in which 
I’ve been a principal. While It may be my fault, at least in part, I do know where 
the bodies are buried.  I’ll talk about some of the muon and Kaon decay 
experiments. There are B and Tau decays and other experiments which I’ll 
ignore today.

- I’ll explain how they were planned to work and try to explain what actually 
happened and why it went that way.  These two things are never the same.

- I’m aiming this talk at the experimental level of the theorists.  It will be non-
technical for the most part.  No sitting in silence hoping the tech-speak will end! 
I expect, and welcome, questions and interruptions.

- Much of my career has been designing, as well as doing experiments.  It’s 
illuminating to go back and see what worked, what didn’t, and why.

- The goal of this lecture is to give a real flavor for what doing this kind of 
experiment is like.  

- There are some common patterns - look for them.

- Some of the graphics in this talk are poor or absent.  Sorry - old experiments!
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The Tyranny of Ultra Rare Processes
It takes a long time at very high rates

Consider an ultra rare decay process with:

B        = 1x10-12             branching ratio
T        =  50%                trigger efficiency
A        =  5%                  geometrical acceptance
ε         =  40%                reconstruction efficiency
Nobs    =  Ndecay* B*T*A*ε
Ndecay  = 1014                 Decays required to get one event  

This requires 107  seconds of beam (e.g. a year or more) at a 10MHz decay rate
to get one event, or 2.3 times that to set a 1x10-12 background free upper limit.  If
we turned off the weak interaction, with B=1x10-12, a muon would live for a month!

There are backgrounds

Everything else that happens is happening at 1012 times the rate, or more.
You kill these, and their friends, or they kill you.

You need a better trick than those who preceded you.
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CLFV with Muons
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There are several CLFV muon processes
µ → e γ
µ → eee   ( µ → e γ*)
µ- Z → e- Z    mu to e conversion

µ+ e- → µ- e+  muonium to anti-muonium

These are ultra-rare decays or transitions whose rates
go like g2/m4 and αg2/m4 where g is a coupling 
constant and m a new interaction mass scale. If 
B=10-12 and g=GF then m~100 TeV!

At the GF2/Mw4 level is normal muon decay 
µ+→ e+ νµ νe

at a decay rate of 450 kHz (τµ = 2.2 µsec).  In 
material this can be a higher rate for µ-  due to muon 
nuclear interactions.  The observable electron energy 
spectrum in this 3 body decay is the Michel spectrum 
with an endpoint at half the muon mass; 52.8 MeV 
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Muons Physics 101

Low energy Muons are not the particle physics we know at Fermilab

- Muons come from Pion decay, usual at rest, where they are 30 MeV/c (T=4.3 MeV)
- At 30MeV/c electrons and positions are penetrating particles
- A sheet of paper will stop all 30 MeV/c Muons (dE/dx ~ 1/β2 = 20 MeV/g-cm2)
- annihilation radiation ( 511’s) from positrons are a bath everywhere.

Surface Muon Beams

Intense muon beams are “surface” beams, invented by Ted Bowen (U Arizona)

- Protons from the machine traverse a thick target (e.g. 1ma, 800 MeV @ LAMPF)
- many pions are produced in the target (~1016/sec average rate)
- many of those range out and stop
- π- are captured in the target nuclei (Carbon at LAMPF), interact and disappear
- π+ hang out until they decay (26 nsec)
- π+s which decay near the surface of the target produce a raging flux of isotropic     
polarized µ+ (20 MHz average rate, 500 MHz instantanous ).
- The time structure of the muon beam is the time structure of the protons folded with 
the pion lifetime (530 µsec at LAMPF).
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Fig. 2. View of the SINDRUM spectrometer. B, muon beam; S, focussing solenoid; T, Target; C, five cylindrical multiwire proportional chambers; H, 
hodoscope of 64 scintillators; L, light guides for the hodoseope; P, 128 photomultipliers; A, preamplifiers for the cathode strips and amplifier/discriminators 

for the anode wires; M, normal conducting coil of the magnet. Also indicated is the coordinate system for the present experiment. 

  µ+ → e+e+e-  Sindrum @ SIN  1983-8 
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Fig. 1. A reconstructed event shown in the r-tp and r-z projections. 

1x10-12 search for µ+ → e+e+e-

Experiment
Stopped muon beam at SIN (PSI) Cyclotron
5 MHz in stopping target (good duty factor)
five concentric cylindrical MWPC chambers
0.33 T Solenoid
Trigger scintillators outside

Lots to Measure
3 good electron tracks
good vertex in stopping target
muon mass

Issues
FASTBUS electronics (when it was the new thing)
Clever pattern recognition in an era of expensive computing

Results
Br < 2.4 x 10-12  A. Van der Schaff et.al. NIM A240, 370 (1985) 
Br < 1.0 x 10-12  U. Bellgrard et.al. Nucl Phys B A240, 1 (1988)
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µ+ → e+ γ Experiments - decay at rest

Experiment Crystal Box MEGA MEG

Date 1986 1999 2011

Rate (stops/sec) 4× 105 1.5× 107 2.9× 107

Duty Factor 5–10% 3% ≈ 50%

∆Eγ 8.0% 1.7 or 3.0% 4.5%

∆θeγ(mrad) 87 33 50

∆Ee (at ≈ 53 MeV) 8.0% 1.0% 1.5%

∆teγ(nsec) 1.2 1.6 0.305

Acceptance 0.17 4× 10−3 0.18

Muon Stops 1.35× 1012 1.2× 1014 1.8× 1014

90% CL Limit 4.9× 10−11 1.2× 10−11 2.4× 10−12

Table 2: Comparison of Modern µ → eγ experiments. Recall the background is proportional to

(Rµ/D)(∆Eγ )2(∆θeγ)2(∆teγ )(∆Ee) (Eqn. 6, with definitions provided there.) All resolutions are

FWHM (MEG reports σ and we multiply by 2.35.)

Variable Foreseen Obtained

∆Eγ (%) 1.2 1.9

∆tγ (psec) 43 67

γ position (mm) 4 (u,v), 6(w) 5(u,v),6(w)

γ efficiency > 40 60

∆pe (keV/c) 200 380

e+ angle (mrad) 5(φe), 5(θe) 11(φe), 9(θe)

∆te+ (psec) 50 107

e+ efficiency (%) 90 40

∆teγ (psec) 65 120

Table 3: Foreseen and obtained resolutions in the MEG experiment, from Baldini [2012].

20

What’s to measure?
   

Ee = mµ/2 = 52.8 MeV   energy/momentum
Eγ = mµ/2 = 52.8 MeV  energy/momentum
back to back                 angles
in time                           timing

Measurement Issues

Beam duty factor
Resolution
Non-Gaussian tails
Rate effects (accidentals, pile-up)
Background µ+ → e+ γ νν, internal Bremsstralung (IB)

How?

3 generations of experiments chose differently
    calorimetric energy  / magnetic momentum

position or angles and timing from these

µ+ γe+
52.8 MeV 52.8 MeV

Δθ 1800      Δt = 0 
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  µ+ → e+ γ Crystal Box@LAMPF 1977-86
Experiment

LAMPF “surface” muon beam P=29 MeV/c
LAMPF was/is a linac with a small duty factor

A non magnetic detector using 396 NaI crystals 
(R. Hofstadter was a collaborator)

- e+ and γ energies measured calorimetrically
- Electron direction and decay point with a 
cylindrical drift chamber
- Photon direction from position in NaI crystals
- Timing from NaI signals (1.2 nsec)

 Performance
Resolution goals largely achieved
Proposed  Br <       ~10-11

Achieved  Br < 4.9 x 10-11

Limitations
NaI is slow (1 µsec pulses)
This technique won’t go to much higher rates
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  µ+ → e+ γ  MEGA@LAMPF 1985-99
Experiment

LAMPF “surface” muon beam P=29 MeV/c
Magnetic detector LASS(SLAC) spectrometer magnet

- 2m inside diameter, 1 Tesla, superconducting 
solenoid
- Electrons  measured magnetically with high rate 
MPWCs (electron arm)
- Electron direction and decay point measured with 8 
very high rate cylindrical MWPC’s
- Photon energies measured by pair conversion 
tracking in Drift chambers
- Photon direction and timing from scintillators

I was responsible for DAQ electronics and DAQ.

Concept
- Photons separated from positrons by the field
(Mega’s trick)
- 500 MHz of µ+ stops, 
- Internal Bremstralung α/π~1MHz of µ+ →e+ ννγ
- γs converted and pairs tracked with drift chambers
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  µ+ → e+ γ  MEGA@LAMPF 1985-99

Limitations

- only 5% of photons convert
 
- 3% LAMPF duty factor. - electron arm MWPC’s 
scream in pain at the rate.  There are 10 Michel 
positrons in a 20 nsec gate.  Many hit several 
chambers several times as they spiral. 

- A cyclotron (e.g.PSI) would have been much 
better.

Performance

Proposed   Br < 0.9 x 10-13  (x500)
Descoped  Br <    4 x 10-13  (x100)
Achieved   Br <120 x 10-13    (x4)  
Still the world’s best for 14 years

reduce positron interactions as they passed through the spec-
trometer.
A LeCroy 1445 high voltage supply !13" provided the

high voltage for the MWPCs. It was linked via a serial con-
nection to a computer running the LabView !14" instrument
control program. The LeCroy 1445 was chosen because it
provided an exceptionally fast trip response, which was criti-
cal for these chambers, while allowing computer-linked con-
trol and monitoring. The LabView controlling program was
written to allow simultaneous independent control of each of
the 13 different high voltage supplies used.
The positron chamber read-out system !11" was con-

strained by several requirements. First, the high instanta-
neous rate per wire #10–20 MHz$ required a wide bandwidth
(%100 MHz) in order to resolve the chamber hits cleanly.
Second, the high flux through the chambers made it neces-
sary to run the MWPCs at relatively low gas gain (%5
!104), thus requiring highly sensitive electronics with ex-
tremely low noise levels. Finally, the limited real estate
available for the chamber-mounted preamplifiers and the
large number of channels restricted the design to a bare mini-
mum of components. Preamplifier outputs were sent to rack-
mounted amplifier-discriminator cards within the experimen-
tal cave. Discriminator outputs were routed to Phillips 10C2
!15" FASTBUS latches for read out.
Positron timing information was obtained from the 174

plastic scintillator strips that formed two cylindrical barrels.
Each scintillator was a 30-cm-long rod with a trapezoidal
cross section #see Fig. 4$. This shape was chosen to minimize
the number of scintillators crossed by a single spiraling pos-
itron. Each scintillator was individually wrapped in alumi-
nized Mylar foil for optical isolation. The end opposite the
light guide connection was blackened to prevent multiple
reflections. The scintillators were closely packed into a barrel
on the outside of the lead-Hevimet absorber. One scintillator
was missing to allow space for a tube to supply gas to the
space between the target and Snow White. Each scintillator
was connected to a phototube with a 1.8-m-long optical fiber
light guide so the phototubes could be located in a shielded
enclosure outside the magnet. Signals from the phototubes
went to FASTBUS analog to digital converters #ADCs$ and
to discriminators, which fed FASTBUS time to digital con-
verters #TDCs$ !15" and a logic OR for trigger purposes.
An unexpected property of the detector, combined with

the response of the electronics, limited the rate capability of
the experiment. As noted above, anode cells oriented parallel
to the magnetic field could be crossed multiple times by a
helical positron track. The cathodes also could experience

multiple crossing of the track when the positron helical orbit
intersects the same helical cathode cell on a later crossing. If
the same read-out channel was hit repeatedly within the re-
solving time of the electronics #20 ns$, as happened routinely
for the anodes when positrons spiraled nearly perpendicular
to the magnetic field, the pulses piled up. This pile-up greatly
increased the dynamic range requirement on the electronics.
The channel-to-channel cross-talk isolation of the preamp-
lifier cards was measured to be 30 dB. However, if a great
deal of energy was deposited near the same wire by several
crossings of a positron, a very large pulse occurred that in-
duced cross talk on neighboring wires. Such an event had a
small probability, but at high muon stopping rate, this small
probability was multiplied by the large number of channels
in the entire system so that there was cross talk in nearly
every trigger. To reduce the effect of the cross talk, both the
muon stopping rate and the gain of the chambers were re-
duced below design values. The result was a limit on the
instantaneous muon stop rate of 2.5!108 Hz, and average
anode and cathode efficiencies of 95% and 85%, respec-
tively.

F. Photon spectrometer

The photon detector !16–19" consisted of three indepen-
dent, concentric, cylindrical pair spectrometers, which sur-
rounded the positron spectrometer. Pair spectrometers were
chosen for detection of the decay photons because they pro-
vided some directional information, and comparatively, the
best possible combination of energy, timing, and spatial reso-
lutions for the 52.8 MeV photons of interest. Increased con-
version efficiency, while maintaining good energy resolution,
was achieved by using a system of multiple spectrometers.
The detector had fine granularity, which allowed high data
rates with low event pile-up.
A cross sectional view of a pair spectrometer sector is

shown in Fig. 5, and Table II gives radial dimensions of the
components. Each pair spectrometer was about 175 cm in
axial length. It contained two cylindrical, lead convertor foils

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional view of a positron scintillator.

FIG. 5. A cross section of a pair spectrometer layer, showing the
aluminum support cylinder for an inner layer, and the timing scin-
tillators, conversion cylinders, MWPC and drift detectors for the
next outer layer. A typical conversion in the first conversion cylin-
der is shown.

M. AHMED et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 112002

112002-6
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  µ+ → e+ γ  MEGA@LAMPF 1985-99
Problems

electron arm MPWC cross-talk 
- limited the tolerable intensity
- reduced the electron reconstruction efficiency
- compromised the energy and angular 
resolutions

Photon arm delay line cathode cross-talk 
- limited the tolerable intensity
- reduced the photon reconstruction efficiency
- compromised the energy and conversion point 
resolutions

Death by a large number of losses ([few]5).  The 
curse of having lots of things to measure.

All of this is written down in PRD 65,112002 (2002) 
by Bob Tribble (yes -  that Bob Tribble).

energy resolution in reduced units, the photon energy reso-
lution in reduced units, the angular resolution, and the back-
ground reduction factors from photon angle traceback and
inner bremsstrahlung veto. All resolutions are FWHM. The
quadratic dependence of the photon energy term is related to
the bremsstrahlung nature of the energy spectrum, while that
of the angular resolution arises from phase space consider-
ations.
The proposal for the MEGA experiment !28" predicted a

90%-confidence sensitivity for #→e$ as 9!10"14. Later
engineering considerations reduced this to 4!10"13, prima-
rily because %1& the solenoid could accommodate only three
photon spectrometers instead of five, %2& each photon spec-
trometer had only two rather than three lead converter sheets
%photon conversions in the innermost third sheet recon-
structed poorly&, and %3& the achievable overall solid angle
was 30% smaller than proposed. Operation of the apparatus
revealed a dramatically lower positron reconstruction effi-
ciency and a somewhat lower photon reconstruction effi-
ciency than expected. These were attributed to electronic
cross talk among the anode and cathode readout channels of
the positron spectrometer and among the photon spectrom-
eter delay line cathodes.
The proposed sensitivity was essentially free of back-

ground. However, MC simulations performed after the detec-
tor was constructed showed degradations in the resolutions
to a background free sensitivity of 1.6!10"12. These losses
were largely due to inadequacies of the early-stage simula-
tions, where measurements of the responses of prototype de-
tectors were not available. In particular, the scintillator time
resolution was affected by the small number of photoelec-
trons emitted from the cathodes of the photomultiplier tubes,
the photon energy resolution was affected by the use of delay
lines rather than stereo cathodes, and the positron momentum
resolution was degraded by changes in the geometry and
wire configuration of the positron spectrometer. The single
largest loss of background rejection capability came from the
failure of the IBV detectors to perform as expected. As noted
in Sec. III G, the IBV scintillators that were to line the up-
stream pole tip penetration were never installed. However,
the downstream IBV detectors alone were expected to veto
40% of the photons above 51 MeV originating from #
→e$'' . But analysis of the IBV data demonstrated that
only 3.5% of the high energy photons detected by the pair

spectrometers were associated with IBV hits, including 2%
real and 1.5% random coincidences. This rate was essentially
independent of photon energy for E$#42 MeV, rather than
increasing with increasing E$ . For these reasons, the inner
bremsstrahlung veto was not used in the final analysis.
The changes in sensitivity and resolution between design

and final data analysis are given in Tables VII and VIII,
respectively. In Table VIII, the degradation factor includes
the appropriate power from Eq. %9&. The photon energy reso-
lution degradation factor is weighted by the fraction of
events where the photon converted in the inner or outer lead
sheet. In both tables, the total factor is the product of the
individual factors.
The degradation factors in Tables VII and VIII arose prin-

cipally from three phenomena: First, electronic cross talk in
the positron spectrometer limited the muon stop rate, reduced
the reconstruction efficiency, and degraded the energy and
angular resolutions of the reconstructed tracks. Second, cross
talk in the photon spectrometer delay line cathodes reduced
the photon reconstruction efficiency and degraded the energy
and conversion point resolutions. Finally, an accident in
1993, where the photon spectrometer was dropped from a
crane at a height of about 30 cm, led to eventual crazing of
the scintillators and a subsequent reduction of light output;
this loss of light reduced the scintillator efficiency and wors-
ened the positron-photon timing resolution.

XI. CONCLUSION

A high-precision search for the rare muon decay mode
#$→e$$ has been performed with the MEGA detector. A
maximum-likelihood analysis of the data established a new
upper limit for the branching ratio of B(#$→e$$)%1.2
!10"11 with 90% confidence. This upper limit constrains
the existence of physics outside the standard SU(3)
!SU(2)!U(1) model of the strong and electroweak inter-
actions, since #→e$ is predicted to occur in virtually all
extensions that have been proposed. For example, in grand
unified supersymmetric theories !3", this upper limit in-
creases the lower limit on the masses of the mediating par-
ticles by 40%, relative to the lower limit that existed before
the results of this experiment were first announced. Similarly,

TABLE VII. The contributions to the signal sensitivity of the
MEGA experiment at the design stage and after a complete analysis
of the data.

Degradation
Quantity Designed Achieved factor

Ne$ %90% C.L.& (2.3 (5.1 2.2
)/4* 0.42 0.31 1.4
+e 0.95 0.53 1.8
+$ 0.051 0.024 2.1
Ns 3.6!1014 1.2!1014 3.0

Total factor 34.9

TABLE VIII. The contributions to the background sensitivity of
the MEGA experiment at the design stage and after a complete
analysis of the data.

Degradation
Quantity Designed Achieved factor

R# %MHz& 30.0 15.0 0.5
te$ %ns& 0.8 1.6 2.0
Ee %MeV& 0.25 0.54 1.5
E$ %MeV& 1.7 1.7,3.0 1.6
,e$ %deg& 1.0 1.9 3.6
,$ %deg& 10.0 10.0 1.0
- IBV 0.2 1.0 5.0

Total factor 43.3

M. AHMED et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 112002
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energy resolution in reduced units, the photon energy reso-
lution in reduced units, the angular resolution, and the back-
ground reduction factors from photon angle traceback and
inner bremsstrahlung veto. All resolutions are FWHM. The
quadratic dependence of the photon energy term is related to
the bremsstrahlung nature of the energy spectrum, while that
of the angular resolution arises from phase space consider-
ations.
The proposal for the MEGA experiment !28" predicted a

90%-confidence sensitivity for #→e$ as 9!10"14. Later
engineering considerations reduced this to 4!10"13, prima-
rily because %1& the solenoid could accommodate only three
photon spectrometers instead of five, %2& each photon spec-
trometer had only two rather than three lead converter sheets
%photon conversions in the innermost third sheet recon-
structed poorly&, and %3& the achievable overall solid angle
was 30% smaller than proposed. Operation of the apparatus
revealed a dramatically lower positron reconstruction effi-
ciency and a somewhat lower photon reconstruction effi-
ciency than expected. These were attributed to electronic
cross talk among the anode and cathode readout channels of
the positron spectrometer and among the photon spectrom-
eter delay line cathodes.
The proposed sensitivity was essentially free of back-

ground. However, MC simulations performed after the detec-
tor was constructed showed degradations in the resolutions
to a background free sensitivity of 1.6!10"12. These losses
were largely due to inadequacies of the early-stage simula-
tions, where measurements of the responses of prototype de-
tectors were not available. In particular, the scintillator time
resolution was affected by the small number of photoelec-
trons emitted from the cathodes of the photomultiplier tubes,
the photon energy resolution was affected by the use of delay
lines rather than stereo cathodes, and the positron momentum
resolution was degraded by changes in the geometry and
wire configuration of the positron spectrometer. The single
largest loss of background rejection capability came from the
failure of the IBV detectors to perform as expected. As noted
in Sec. III G, the IBV scintillators that were to line the up-
stream pole tip penetration were never installed. However,
the downstream IBV detectors alone were expected to veto
40% of the photons above 51 MeV originating from #
→e$'' . But analysis of the IBV data demonstrated that
only 3.5% of the high energy photons detected by the pair

spectrometers were associated with IBV hits, including 2%
real and 1.5% random coincidences. This rate was essentially
independent of photon energy for E$#42 MeV, rather than
increasing with increasing E$ . For these reasons, the inner
bremsstrahlung veto was not used in the final analysis.
The changes in sensitivity and resolution between design

and final data analysis are given in Tables VII and VIII,
respectively. In Table VIII, the degradation factor includes
the appropriate power from Eq. %9&. The photon energy reso-
lution degradation factor is weighted by the fraction of
events where the photon converted in the inner or outer lead
sheet. In both tables, the total factor is the product of the
individual factors.
The degradation factors in Tables VII and VIII arose prin-

cipally from three phenomena: First, electronic cross talk in
the positron spectrometer limited the muon stop rate, reduced
the reconstruction efficiency, and degraded the energy and
angular resolutions of the reconstructed tracks. Second, cross
talk in the photon spectrometer delay line cathodes reduced
the photon reconstruction efficiency and degraded the energy
and conversion point resolutions. Finally, an accident in
1993, where the photon spectrometer was dropped from a
crane at a height of about 30 cm, led to eventual crazing of
the scintillators and a subsequent reduction of light output;
this loss of light reduced the scintillator efficiency and wors-
ened the positron-photon timing resolution.

XI. CONCLUSION

A high-precision search for the rare muon decay mode
#$→e$$ has been performed with the MEGA detector. A
maximum-likelihood analysis of the data established a new
upper limit for the branching ratio of B(#$→e$$)%1.2
!10"11 with 90% confidence. This upper limit constrains
the existence of physics outside the standard SU(3)
!SU(2)!U(1) model of the strong and electroweak inter-
actions, since #→e$ is predicted to occur in virtually all
extensions that have been proposed. For example, in grand
unified supersymmetric theories !3", this upper limit in-
creases the lower limit on the masses of the mediating par-
ticles by 40%, relative to the lower limit that existed before
the results of this experiment were first announced. Similarly,

TABLE VII. The contributions to the signal sensitivity of the
MEGA experiment at the design stage and after a complete analysis
of the data.

Degradation
Quantity Designed Achieved factor

Ne$ %90% C.L.& (2.3 (5.1 2.2
)/4* 0.42 0.31 1.4
+e 0.95 0.53 1.8
+$ 0.051 0.024 2.1
Ns 3.6!1014 1.2!1014 3.0

Total factor 34.9

TABLE VIII. The contributions to the background sensitivity of
the MEGA experiment at the design stage and after a complete
analysis of the data.

Degradation
Quantity Designed Achieved factor

R# %MHz& 30.0 15.0 0.5
te$ %ns& 0.8 1.6 2.0
Ee %MeV& 0.25 0.54 1.5
E$ %MeV& 1.7 1.7,3.0 1.6
,e$ %deg& 1.0 1.9 3.6
,$ %deg& 10.0 10.0 1.0
- IBV 0.2 1.0 5.0

Total factor 43.3
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  µ+ → e+ γ  MEGA@LAMPF 1985-99
What might have made this better?

Simulation
Aren’t simulation tools much better now? (B Tschirhart)

MEGA was extensively simulated with EGS4 + pieces of GEANT
The background processes, energy loss and all the other physics were simulated 
well.

The digitizations we clearly not done well enough.   The details of the high rate 
behavior of the detectors and electronics we not captured in the simulation.

Simulation is a tool.  What you do and don’t build with those tools is what matters.

Detector Prototyping
Many detector prototypes were done.  None were exposed to battle condition rates, 
primarily because there was no way to do so.
 

Reconstruction
A serious attempt at pattern recognition and track (helix) reconstruction was not 
done early enough to influence the design of the electron arm spectrometer.
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  µ+ → e+ γ  MEG@PSI 2002-13+  
Experiment

A next generation µ+ → e+ γ search
“surface” muon beam P=29 MeV/c @ PSI

- Magnetic detector with a shaped field solenoid 
spectrometer magnet.

+ field shape suppresses Pz=0 Michel decays
+ greatly helps the pattern recognition problems
+ COnstant projected Bending RAdius independent 
of emission angle. (CORBA)  

- Drift chamber electron spectrometer

- LXe photon calorimeter with 10% solid angle
+80% of photons make it to the LXe
+800 l LXe with 846 PMTS in the LXe to directly 
detect scintillation light.

15



  µ+ → e+ γ  MEG@PSI 2002-13+  
Performance

Proposed       Br <  1.0 x 10-13  
2010              Br < 280 x 10-13

MEGA(1999) Br < 120 x 10-13

2011              Br <   24 x 10-13   
2013              Br <  5.7 x 10-13 

Proposed       Br <  6.7 x 10-14  
11 years and still at it

Problems
- only 1/3 of LXe light seen in 2007

- better electronics and a very careful 
calibration with a Cockroft-Walton accelerator 
and charge exchange (π+→π0) in 2009 

- After several runs and upgrades neither 
electron nor photon detectors have yet made 
their goals.

They have proposed another round of 
upgrades and a new run 

Experiment Crystal Box MEGA MEG

Date 1986 1999 2011

Rate (stops/sec) 4× 105 1.5× 107 2.9× 107

Duty Factor 5–10% 3% ≈ 50%

∆Eγ 8.0% 1.7 or 3.0% 4.5%

∆θeγ(mrad) 87 33 50

∆Ee (at ≈ 53 MeV) 8.0% 1.0% 1.5%

∆teγ(nsec) 1.2 1.6 0.305

Acceptance 0.17 4× 10−3 0.18

Muon Stops 1.35× 1012 1.2× 1014 1.8× 1014

90% CL Limit 4.9× 10−11 1.2× 10−11 2.4× 10−12

Table 2: Comparison of Modern µ → eγ experiments. Recall the background is proportional to

(Rµ/D)(∆Eγ )2(∆θeγ)2(∆teγ )(∆Ee) (Eqn. 6, with definitions provided there.) All resolutions are

FWHM (MEG reports σ and we multiply by 2.35.)

Variable Foreseen Obtained

∆Eγ (%) 1.2 1.9

∆tγ (psec) 43 67

γ position (mm) 4 (u,v), 6(w) 5(u,v),6(w)

γ efficiency > 40 60

∆pe (keV/c) 200 380

e+ angle (mrad) 5(φe), 5(θe) 11(φe), 9(θe)

∆te+ (psec) 50 107

e+ efficiency (%) 90 40

∆teγ (psec) 65 120

Table 3: Foreseen and obtained resolutions in the MEG experiment, from Baldini [2012].
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Figure 8: Kinematic and time distributions from Adam et al. [2010] demonstrating the background

dependences. The “bump” in ∆teγ near t = 0 is from radiative muon decay. The reader will also note

the shift in the ∆θeγ and ∆φeγ distributions. These exist because there is a slight correlation between

angle and energy in the apparatus; since the experiment is performed at the kinematic edge one tends

to have an average underestimate of the momentum (seen in the Ee distribution), which then causes the

correlation. The MEG simulations correctly account for these effects.
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CLFV with Kaons
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Figure 29: The history of KL → µe searches.

In BNL871, this implied about 2×108 KL/(1.2–1.6) sec spill, with ten times that number

of neutrons. Many experiments have used a central hole to allow the neutrons to pass

through without interacting. Rather than having a central hole, BNL871 used a compact

beam dump described in Belz et al. [1999] to absorb the neutral beam.

Decay Volume

Straw Chambers Drift Chambers

Cerenkov

Beam Stop
Magnets Trigger

Counters
Lead Glass
Calorimeter

Muon Hodoscope

Muon Rangefinder

1
m

x

μ

e

Figure 30: The BNL871 apparatus; the Figure is taken from Ambrose et al. [1998].

The dominant background was KL → πeν decays with a subsequent π → µν. Scat-

tering in the vacuum window and first straw chamber was the leading background source.

The spectrometer consisted of tracking chambers and two dipole magnets. The two mag-

66

There are several CLFV Kaon decay processes

K0L → µ±e∓      (Axial Vector and Pseudoscaler) 
K0L → π0µ±e∓
K+  → π+µ+e-   (Vector and Scaler)
K+  → π+µ-e+

K+  → π-µ+e+   (total lepton number violating)

These are ultra-rare decays or transitions whose rates
go like g2/m4 and αg2/m4 where g is a coupling constant 
and m a new interaction mass scale. If B=10-12 and g=GF 
then m~100 TeV.  Just like muons 

Kaons have many more decay modes than muons so 
many more potential sources of background.  They also 
come with lots of either neutrons and gammas or charged 
pions.

The hadronic structure of the kaon makes normalization 
less clear than muon decay. We should have such troubles 
as needing to understand the normalization!
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Kaons Physics 101
Kaon Beams are a stock in trade of proton synchrotrons

- Every machine above a few GeV which puts protons on a target makes Kaons
- e.g. Miniboone’s νe background is from Ke3 (K→πeνe) from the FNAL 8 GeV Booster
- Kaons are always a fraction of everything produced.
- In almost all cases the time structure of the kaon beam is the same as that of the 
protons on target.

Neutral Kaon Beams
- Neutral beams are broadband, momentum unselected
- Neutrons (>1 n/K0), Lambdas (Λ0) and lots of photons
- lead filters early on to kill some photons are common 

Charged Kaon Beams
- Full experimental control of momentum, angles,...
- 5% charged kaons is doing well
- backgrounds are pions and protons in a positive beam

Decay Experiments
- Kaon decay experiments are a mature technology; 50+ years.
- Not as mature as muon experiments - but almost
- Fitch and Cronin won a Nobel prize for a 1964 BNL experiment 

18
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Evacuated
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Cherenkov Muon Hodoscope Planes
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FIG. 1. Plan view of the E871 apparatus. The origin of the z axis is at the target.

wire resolutions were 160 and 120 mm, and the average
efficiencies (per wire) were 96% and 98%, for the straw
and drift chambers, respectively. The measured mass reso-
lutions for K

0
L

! p1p2 and K

0
L

! m1m2 decay modes
were 1.11 and 1.28 MeVyc

2, respectively, compared with
the 1.07 and 1.22 MeVyc

2 predicted by Monte Carlo. The
K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 mass resolution predicted by Monte Carlo
is 1.39 MeVyc

2.
Redundant electron identification was achieved by

an atmospheric hydrogen threshold Cherenkov counter
(CER) and a lead glass array (PBG). The CER had
4 3 4 arrays of mirror-phototube pairs on each side
of the beam. The average photoelectron yield was 5.5
for electrons. The PBG consisted of 216 blocks ar-
ranged in two layers, with 3.5 radiation length converter
blocks in front of 10.5 radiation length absorber blocks.
The measured PBG energy resolution for electrons was
syE ≠ 0.015 1 0.062y

p
EsGeVd. The CER and PBG

performance is summarized in Table I.
Two scintillator hodoscopes, one upstream of the CER

and one downstream (separated by 2.9 m), were used for
triggering. Both hodoscopes had 3.2 cm wide x-measuring
slats with phototubes on both ends. The downstream
hodoscope had, in addition, 3.0 cm wide y-measuring
slats with a phototube on one end. The slats overlapped
their nearest neighbors by 3 mm to avoid inefficiency due
to cracks.
On-line data selection involved hardware and software

triggers. A level 0 (L0) trigger based on the pattern

TABLE I. Performance of particle identification detectors as
measured from a clearly identified sample of K

e3 and Km3
events. The Cherenkov p and m rejections are calculated for
particles with momenta below their Cherenkov thresholds, 8.3
and 6.3 GeVyc, respectively.

Cherenkov Lead glass

e efficiency 0.977 6 0.001 0.987 6 0.004
p misidentification 0.0019 6 0.0002 0.0093 6 0.0004
m misidentification 0.0024 6 0.0002 0.0018 6 0.0002

of trigger hodoscope hits required two in-time tracks to
be parallel within about 30 mrad to, and on opposite
sides of, the beam axis. The L0 trigger along with sig-
nals from particle identification detectors formed level 1
(L1) triggers for various di-lepton modes. The L1 trigger
for e

1
e

2 required CER hits to be in time and spatially
correlated with the trigger hodoscope hits. PBG signals
were not required. For events passing a L1 trigger, a
software algorithm, run on a farm of eight RISC proces-
sors, constituted a level 3 (L3) trigger. The algorithm
reconstructed tracks using information from the trigger
hodoscopes and all tracking chambers. For e

1
e

2 events,
it required tracks on each side of the spectrometer which
formed a vertex in the decay volume. Also, L0 triggers
prescaled by a factor of 1000 were recorded for analysis.
This minimum bias sample was used to study detector
performance and provided data for normalization.
The spectrometer had a geometrical acceptance of

1.89% for K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 decays with 9.75 , z , 20.75 m
(see Fig. 1) and kaon momenta between 2 and 16 GeVyc.
The trigger requirement of parallelism reduced the accep-
tance to 1.57%. Analysis criteria further reduced the ac-
ceptance to 1.23%.
Potential sources of background include misidentified

K

0
L

! p6
e

7n decays, accidental spatial and temporal co-
incidences of e

1 and e

2 from two K

0
L

! p6
e

7n decays,
partially measured K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g, K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2, or
K

0
L

! e

1
e

2gg decays, and K

0
L

! gg decays with asym-
metric external conversion of both photons in the vacuum
window or first straw chamber. The only sources which
were not negligible after all analysis criteria were applied
are K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g [7] and K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2 [8] decays.
Both of these decays have a low probability of producing
an e

1
e

2 pair with invariant mass near the K

0
L

mass.
Analysis procedures were designed to ensure that selec-

tion criteria were not influenced by knowledge of events in
or near the signal region. K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 events should have
measured e

1
e

2 mass near the K

0
L

mass (497.7 MeVyc

2)
and measured transverse momentum (p

T

), defined with
respect to the parent K

0
L

direction of flight, near zero.

4310

2.59 m

Beam
Borated Silicone

0.30 m
0.43 m

1.10 m

Polyethylene (Li)
Polyethylene (B)

Lead
Tungsten

Copper

Figure 2: Horizontal cross section view through the center of the initial beam stop design, described
in the text. A thin layer of FLEX/BORON surrounded the borated polyethylene.

7

1x10-12 search for K0L → µ±e∓

Experiment

- 250 MHz K0L beam
- Double bend DC spectrometer to give two 
momentum measurements
-Cherenkov PID on both sides.
- 2nd experiment dumps the neutral beam 
to improve acceptance
Fancy, for it’s day, level 3 software trigger 
using SLAC 3081E IBM emulators
Straw-tube Drift chambers were a major innovation

Issues

- E791 had just a beam hole
- The double bend hurt the 2 track acceptance
- The beam dump in the middle of the experiment wasn’t humble 
but worked well.
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FIG. 4. Plot of p

2
T

versus Mme

. The exclusion region for the
blind analysis is indicated by the box. The signal region is
indicated by the smaller contour.

ForMme

, M

K

, the signal region was defined by the el-
lipse hp

2
T

yf20 sMeVycd2gj2 1 hDMyf2.4 MeVyc

2gj2 ,
1, where DM ≠ Mme

2 M

K

. For Mme

. M

K

, the
signal region was defined by DM , 4 MeVyc

2 and
p

2
T

, 20 sMeVycd2. The background is larger in the
region Mme

, M

K

; hence different shapes were cho-
sen for Mme

, M

K

and Mme

. M

K

as a compromise
between acceptance and background rejection. After
all selection criteria (including the choice of the signal
region) were determined, all data (including those in the
exclusion region) were reanalyzed. Figure 4 shows the
final distribution in p

2
T

versus Mme

. There are no events
in the signal region.
The K

0
L

! m6
e

7 sensitivity is determined from the
number of K

0
L

! p1p2 decays in the minimum bias
sample. These events were required to satisfy an appro-
priate subset of the final selection criteria discussed above
and were required to have no PBG signals consistent with
those of an electron. A fit in the p

2
T

versus Mpp plane
was done to subtract residual K

0
L

! pmn background
and to determine the number of K

0
L

! p1p2 events.
Small differences in geometric acceptance and cut effi-
ciencies were determined by Monte Carlo simulation.
With no signal events, the 90% confidence level upper

limit on the K

0
L

! m6
e

7 branching fraction is given by

BsK0
L

! m6
e

7d , 2.3Bpp
fpp

RNpp

App

Ame

1
eL1

me

1
eL3

me

ePID
pp

ePID
me

,

where Bpp [17] is the K

0
L

! p1p2 branching fraction, R
is the pp prescale (a hardware factor of 1000 times a soft-
ware factor of 20), Npp is the number of K

0
L

! p1p2

events in the prescaled minimum bias sample (including
a 0.05% correction for K

L

2 K

S

interference), fpp is a
factor to account for loss of K

0
L

! p1p2 events due to
hadronic interactions in the spectrometer, App and Ame

are the mode dependent acceptances (including geomet-
ric acceptance and selection criteria efficiency), eL1

me

and
eL3

me

are the efficiencies of the L1 and L3 triggers, and
ePID

pp and ePID
me

are the efficiencies of the particle identifica-
tion. The geometric acceptance for K

0
L

! m6
e

7 (K0
L

!
p1p2) decays with 9.75 , z , 20.75 m and kaon mo-

TABLE I. Factors in the calculation of the BsK0
L

! m6
e

7d
upper limit.

Bpp 0.002 067 6 0.000 035 Ame

1.14% 6 0.006%
fpp 0.959 6 0.0058 eL1

me

0.974 6 0.0046
R 2 3 104 eL3

me

0.936 6 0.0071
Npp 79 089 6 379 ePID

pp 0.978 6 0.0024
App 1.62% 6 0.007% ePID

me

0.928 6 0.0045

mentum 2 , p

K

, 16 GeVyc was 2.36% (2.63%). The
parallelism requirement reduced this to 1.97% (2.21%).
Event selection criteria further reduced the acceptance to
1.14% (1.62%). Table I summarizes the factors entering
into the BsK0

L

! m6
e

7d upper limit calculation.
The resulting 90% confidence level upper limit on

the branching fraction is BsK0
L

! m6
e

7d , 4.7 3 10212.
This is the most sensitive search for K

0
L

! m6
e

7 to date.
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KL0 → µ±e∓
Br < 4.7x10-12
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a muon range finder (MRG). The MRG, consisting of
proportional counters interspersed between slabs of iron,
marble, and aluminum, combined with four additional
MHO modules to achieve a 5% range measurement.

The analysis began with a pattern recognition algorithm
using drift chamber hits to reconstruct tracks on each
side of the spectrometer. This information was then pro-
cessed by two independent fitting algorithms that used a
3-dimensional magnetic field map to determine the final
kinematic quantities: invariant mass, pT , vertex position,
and track 3-momenta. The first fitter (FT) minimized the
x2 for a global fit of each track, incorporating multiple-
scattering and resolution effects. FT gave mass resolutions
for m1m2 and p1p2 events of 1.26 and 1.11 MeV!c2,
respectively. A second algorithm (QT) used an iterative
approach to determine track kinematics independently for
the upstream and downstream halves of the spectrometer,
leading to m1m2 and p1p2 mass resolutions of 1.43
and 1.25 MeV!c2. Tracks exiting the spectrometer were
then projected to the downstream detectors to check for
associated hits.

Only events successfully reconstructed by both algo-
rithms (approximately 87% of the m1m2 data sample)
were retained, after which subsequent FT and QT analy-
ses proceeded in parallel. Loose cuts were placed on the
fitter x2 values to achieve good efficiency "#99%$ and
minimize systematic errors. The decay vertex was re-
quired to fall inside the neutral beam profile defined by the
collimators and within 9.55 –20.6 m along the beam line
(z direction). Track momentum was constrained between
1.05 6.5 GeV!c. Finally, a signal region was defined
with an invariant mass range of 493.5 502.0 MeV!c2 for
FT and 493.0 502.5 MeV!c2 for QT, and with p2

T below
100 "MeV!c$2, corresponding to roughly 3s in mass and
pT resolution.

Ke3 contamination was greatly reduced by using PBG
energy measurement to reject tracks consistent with being
electrons "E!p % 1$. Muons were identified by demand-
ing consistency of MHO phototube times, and a range from
the MHO/MRG track hits at least 80% of the predicted
range to suppress muons from Km3 and Ke3 pion decay.
The projected tracks were also required to coincide spa-
tially with in-time TSC trigger hits. Backgrounds from
multiple decays were reduced by a factor of 2 through de-
manding only one set of track-associated parallel hits in
each side of the TSC.

Figure 1(a) shows (for the FT fitter) the reconstructed
mass for the m1m2 data sample after applying all kine-
matic and particle identification cuts. A m1m2 signal
peak at the K0

L mass is well separated from the Km3
background, which declines rapidly to the kinematic
limit near 489 MeV!c2. Figure 1(b) shows the FT fitter
p2

T for the m1m2 sample after cuts. To subtract back-
ground, a linear fit was performed to the sideband region
150 700 "MeV!c$2 of the p2

T distribution, and extrapo-
lated under the signal peak, yielding over 6200 candidate
m1m2 events (Nmm in Table I) with a background level of
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed invariant m1m2 mass (a) and p2
T (b),

the latter showing the linear background subtraction. Vertical
lines denote the signal (dotted) and fitting (dashed) regions.

1.0% for FT and 1.3% for QT. A roughly 20% variation
on the background count was observed by adjusting the
sideband boundaries, and incorporated into the total signal
error, giving an uncertainty on Nmm of 1.3%.

With the exception of muon identification, identical cuts
were applied to the p1p2 normalization sample to mini-
mize potential systematic errors. Km3 decays have a kine-
matic limit on reconstructed p1p2 mass #8 MeV!c2

above the K0
L mass, and thus contribute to the K0

L !
p1p2 sample. This background was subtracted by using
Monte Carlo Km3 distributions normalized to the mass and
p2

T sidebands, as shown in Fig. 2 for the FT fitter. The
sidebands chosen were 475–480 and 505 520 MeV!c2

for the mass, and 150 600 "MeV!c$2 in p2
T . The number

of p1p2 events Npp was taken as the central value of the

TABLE I. Candidate event numbers, Monte Carlo and effi-
ciency-weighted acceptances, and resultant branching ratios
"31026$ for the FT and QT fitters. Brackets indicate fractional
uncertainties (in percent).

FT QT

Nmm 6216 6 81 [1.30] 6205 6 82 [1.32]
Npp 798754 6 2261 [0.28] 791073 6 2249 [0.28]
Amm 0.01779 6 0.00002 [0.11] 0.01780 6 0.00002 [0.11]
App 0.01586 6 0.00002 [0.13] 0.01578 6 0.00002 [0.13]
A0

mm 0.01463 6 0.00007 [0.48] 0.01464 6 0.00007 [0.47]
A0

pp 0.01405 6 0.00008 [0.57] 0.01398 6 0.00008 [0.57]
App

mm 0.9606 6 0.0091 [0.95] 0.9549 6 0.0084 [0.88]
Bmm

pp 3.471 6 0.057 [1.64] 3.477 6 0.056 [1.61]
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Thus, events with 490 , M

ee

, 505 MeVyc

2 and p

2
T

,
100 sMeVycd2 were excluded from consideration until all
selection criteria were finalized.
As a first step in the analysis, events were required

to have a good track (with signals from at least two
x-measuring wires and one y-measuring wire in each
chamber) on each side of the spectrometer. These tracks
had to form a good vertex in the decay volume and project
to in-time trigger counter hits consistent with the paral-
lelism requirement. Two independent fitting algorithms,
which used a full magnetic field map, subsequently deter-
mined kinematic quantities for each track. The fitters had
different sensitivities to track-finding errors and checked
each other’s results. Ultimately, all selection criteria were
applied to the results of one fitter, with the exception that
consistent results for M

ee

and p

2
T

were required of both.
Events had to satisfy minimal track and vertex quality

criteria, be fully contained within the spectrometer, and
have M

ee

. 475 MeVyc

2 and p

2
T

, 900 sMeVycd2 [ex-
cluding the region 490 , M

ee

, 505 MeVyc

2 and p

2
T

,
100 sMeVycd2]. In addition, events had to have energy
deposition in the PBG characteristic of electrons and good
CER pulse height and timing information. The remain-
ing 833 events were studied to determine criteria to further
exclude background with minimal acceptance loss. This
optimization was based on Monte Carlo simulations and
studies of observed K

0
L

! p1p2 events. These criteria
included better track and vertex quality, tighter timing, a
requirement that the momentum asymmetry between the
tracks [jp

e

1 2 p

e

2 jysp

e

1 1 p

e

2 d] be less than 0.55 (to
suppressK

0
L

! p6
e

7n decays), and a requirement that no
additional complete tracks be found in the spectrometer (to
suppress events with two K

0
L

decays). Finally, to reduce
K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2 background, criteria were applied to re-
ject events with short partial tracks in the two upstream-
most straw chambers pointing to the reconstructed e

1
e

2

vertex. The resulting sample comprised 44 events.
After all analysis criteria were finalized, a signal region

was defined (elliptical in p

2
T

and M

ee

and correspond-
ing to about 2.5 sigma in each). As a result of inner
bremsstrahlung [9], 23% of K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 decays fall out-
side this ellipse. The size of the signal region was cho-
sen to reduce the expected level of background to well
below one event. Background estimates were based on
Monte Carlo simulations and comparisons to the data.
Samples of K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2 and K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g decays
were generated [10]. These distributions were absolutely
normalized by their measured branching fractions [11] to
obtain predictions of 38 6 8 events from K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g
and 24 6 11 events from K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2 in the re-
gion defined by 476 , M

ee

, 490 MeVyc

2 and p

2
T

,
400 sMeVycd2, where 43 events were observed. The un-
certainties in the predictions are mainly due to the K

0
L

!
e

1
e

2g form factor and the fact that the K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2

efficiency of the partial track cut is not well known.
To remove these sources of systematic uncertainty from
the estimate of the background in the signal region, we

performed a fit to data to normalize the background distri-
butions, which were then extrapolated into the signal re-
gion. The fit in p

2
T

and M

ee

exploited the fact that in the
range 476 , M

ee

, 490 MeVyc

2 the p

2
T

distributions for
the background decays differ significantly. This procedure
yielded estimates of background in the signal region of
0.09 6 0.11 event from K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2, 0.08 6 0.02
event from K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g, and 0.17 6 0.10 for the sum
of both (to be compared with 0.37 6 0.14 for the abso-
lutely normalized prediction).
When the full analysis was performed on the excluded

region, four K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 candidates were found inside
the signal ellipse, as shown in Fig. 2. These candidates
have been carefully scrutinized and exhibit no anomalous
features. The probability of observing four background
events in the signal region when 0.2 are expected is
6 3 1025. A check on the reconstructed mass of K

0
L

!
p1p2 events collected within minutes of theK

0
L

! e

1
e

2

candidates rules out transient shifts in the mass scale.
To extract the best estimate of the number of K

0
L

!
e

1
e

2 events, a maximum likelihood fit was performed
in the region defined by 476 , M

ee

, 510 MeVyc

2 and
p

2
T

, 400 sMeVycd2. In addition to the 50 events inside
this region, the inputs to the fit were Monte Carlo distribu-
tions inM

ee

and p

2
T

forK

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2,K0
L

! e

1
e

2g,
and K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 decays. The fit estimated the number
of events in each distribution, subject to the constraint
that the sum equal the observed number of events. Fig-
ure 3 shows the fit results for the three distributions versus
M

ee

. The result for the number of K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 events is
4.2012.69

21.94 in the full region of the fit. For comparison, the
inset in Fig. 3 shows the M

ee

distribution of data along
with the absolutely normalized Monte Carlo predictions
for K

0
L

! e

1
e

2
e

1
e

2 and K

0
L

! e

1
e

2g.
The K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 branching fraction B

ee

was deter-
mined from the formula

B

ee

≠ N

ee

Bpp

RNpp

App

A

ee

1
eL1

ee

1
eL3

ee

1
ePID

ee

fpp .

N

ee

is the number of K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 events determined from
the likelihood fit. Bpp is the K

0
L

! p1p2 branching

Mee (MeV/c2)

p T2  (
M

eV
/c

)2

0
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FIG. 2. p

2
T

versus M

ee

for K

0
L

! e

1
e

2 candidates. The
dashed line shows the exclusion region. The solid curve bounds
the signal region.
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KL0 → e+e-

Br = 8.7x10-12
KL0 → µ+µ-

Br = 7.18x10-9

  KL0 → µ e  BNL 791 / 871 1984-98  
Results

< 39  x 10-12  K. Arisaka, et.al.    PRL 70, 1049(1993)
< 4.7 x 10-12 D. Ambrose, et.al.  PRL 81, 5734(1998)

Also
K0L → e+e-  Br = 8.7±~5 x 10-12     4 events  D. Ambrose, et.al. PRL 81, 4309(1998)

                                                 still the lowest branching ratio ever measured.
K0L → µ+µ-  Br = 7.18±0.17 x 10-9  6200 events  D. Ambrose, et.al. PRL 84, 1389(2000)

This was one fine experiment!
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Figure 31: Plan view of the BNL-865 detector. A K+ → πµe event is superimposed. C1 and C2

are gas Çerernkov counters; P1-4 are proportional chambers; D5 and D6 are dipole magnets. A–D

are scintillation counter trigger hodoscopes. The calorimeter was an early use of the Shaslyk design as

described in Atoyan et al. [1992].

was misidentified as a muon (about 5% from pion decays and punchthrough.) Other

backgrounds were less significant. These two, especially the first, drove the detector

design. Particle ID was used to reduce the backgrounds. Accidental combinations of π+,

µ+ and e− from separate kaon decays tended to have poor track timing and kinematic

quality and thus had poor likelihood. A signal window was then chosen in a plot of the

likelihood function vs. the reconstructed mass, with a resolution of about 4 MeV/c2 for

simulated Kπµe events. The final results from the experiment (combined with earlier

results from predecessor Lee et al. [1990])are given in Table 11.

Mode 90% CL

K+ → µ+µ−π− 3.0× 10−9

K+ → e+e−π− 3.0× 10−9

K+ → µ+e+π− 5.0× 10−10

K+ → π+µ+e− 2.1× 10−11

πo → µ−e+ 3.4× 10−9

Table 11: Limits on lepton flavor violation from kaon and pion decays in BNL-865.

How could the experiments be improved? In order to increase the statistics while

69

1x10-11 search for K+ → π+µ+e-

also K+ → π+e+e-  

     → π+π0 → e+e-  , µ+e-

The trick: K+→ e-  violates ΔS=Δq
small SM backgrounds

D line at AGS 6 GeV/c > 400MHz
unseparated beam, 20MHz K+

Magnetic MWPC detector
Dual magnetic spectrometer
Hole for the beam.  No K+ detection
“Never hit a pion - you’ll only make it mad” R. Taylor 1972
Dual Cherenkov PID (π+/µ+,   e- )
Muon range stack
Shashlik photon calorimeter

Lots to Measure
Three body mass
Reconstructed K+ points back the the production target
3 track vertex quality
PID

Mike Zeller and I designed E777 in 1982  - (my fault as usual)
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E777 results
21 x 10-11  A.M. Lee et.al. PRL 64, 165(1990)

Issues
Had to run at /1/2 rate

Beam duty factor (spill structure)
Trigger - 10x beam halo gives 1000x trigger rate

Hardware rate capabilities
at least in the beginning MPWC wouldn’t live on plateau (93% 
plane efficiency, 0.9312x3 is a small number)

Rate effects (accidentals, pile-up, delta rays)
            π+ Mis-ID (x10-3)  (design 1.0)

        C1                   C2
low rate         < 0.3              0.6 ± 0.4
high rate      0.8 ± 0.8          3.0 ± 1.5

Reconstruction Efficiency
geometrical efficiency ~5%
rate dependence (random triggers added to low rate taus (K-3pi)

low      50%    100%   150%
100%  75%      58%     50%
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The way things 
used to be

Every time I see Claudio Campagnari (who’s thesis was E777) he 
reminds me of something I said in an E777 meeting.

Any experiment which can’t achieve 10% of what it proposed is a failure.

The problem is that this isn’t wrong.  If you can’t tell yourself the truth 
you shouldn’t be trying this kind of experiment.
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It got Better
Upgrades and 2nd experiment and several more runs as E865
I decamped to Fermilab so I know what happened but not how
Obviously the problems got identified and fixed

Results
< 3.9 x 10-11  R. Appel, et.al. PRL 85, 2450(2000)
< 2.1 x 10-11  A. Sher, et.al.   PR D72, 012005(2005)
+ limits on π+µ-e+  <   52 x 10-11

 π-µ+e+  <   50 x 10-11

 π-e+e+  <  64 x 10-11 

 π-µ+µ+  < 300 x 10-11

π0 → µ+e-       <   38 x 10-11 

 µ-e+       < 340 x 10-11

On the whole an excellent program
It only took and several tries and 23 years

  K+ → π+µ+e-  BNL 777/865 1983-2005  
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  Patterns
Results

- The pattern seems to be that the first data run of one of these experiments misses the 
goal by a factor of 10-100.  

- The problems have a common theme: Rate Kills.

- Subsequent runs and / or experiments seem to get close to the original goal: assuming 
they happen.

- There haven’t been any recent multi order of magnitude standing broad-jumps.

Ideas

- Each of these experimental programs starts with a good, hopeful brilliant, new 
experimental idea.  Brute force doesn’t work on a log scale.

- Honesty and ruthless self criticism are requirement.  The most brilliant new idea still 
isn’t good enough.  Questioning whether the sun will rise tomorrow is an appropriate 
point of view.

- Nature does not take prisoners
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  Patterns
Physicists

- These experiments are each shaped by a handful of experimentalists.  To name some 
examples, where I know them:

MEGA:  Martin Cooper, Cy Hoffmann, Dick Mischke, Bob Tribble, Carl Gagliardi, Ed Hungerford, psc, ... 
BNL 791/871:  Stan Wojcicki, Bob Cousins, Bill Molzon, Jack Ritchie, Karl Lang, ...
BNL 777/865:  MIke Zeller, psc, Nick Hadley, Julia Thompson, Aleksey Sher, ...

These list are neither complete nor completely accurate.  The point is that the 
success, or failure, and often both, of the experiment is in the hands of a few 
physicists of vision and commitment, who together with their colleagues go as far as 
their strength and smarts will take them.  

- These are programs, not experiments.   They take decades.  Commitment is required!
- The project plan is an anathema to the requirements of this kind of physics.  

+ Consider the project plan for Columbus’ first voyage.
- These are not, and I argue cannot be, corporate physics.  I sound here like I’m 
deriding corporate physics: I am not.  You could no more do CMS with this experimental 
approach than you could do NA62 (K+ → π+νν), where I’m currently engaged, in the 
corporate physics style.  The experiment you’re trying to do dictates the style required.

If you don’t like these rules you shouldn’t play these games.
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  Questions?

Having started with Rabi’s question it seem fitting to end with
another Rabi quote on the subject of questions*.

My mother made me a scientist without ever intending to. Every 
other Jewish mother in Brooklyn would ask her child after school: 
So? Did you learn anything today? But not my mother. “Izzy,” she 
would say, “did you ask a good question today?” That difference — 
asking good questions — made me become a scientist.

For these kinds of experiments, at least, its all about asking 
good questions, then answering them, at many descending 
levels.

* So now I know where it got it from.  Vernon wasn’t like this at all, but Rabi could very have been my 
biological grandfather, being exactly the same age as my grandfathers and from exactly the same places 
geographically and culturally. 
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